*Gendered Worlds*, Third Edition, by Judy Root Aulette and Judith Wittner explores the multiplicity of issues within the concept of gender inequality. By introducing an array of gender-influenced topics, the book serves as an excellent resource for stimulating discussion in undergraduate and graduate-level women and gender studies courses. The strength of this textbook lies in its analysis of intersectionality---this is, the role that "cross-cutting inequalities" such as race, class, and sexuality influence gender disparities. Supported by "real world" examples, each gender theme is addressed with consideration to these complicating factors.

Aulette and Wittner begin with a general overview of the gender assumptions that infiltrate all societies to varying degrees, introducing the notion of gender inequality. From here, the reader is positioned to tackle more in-depth analyses pertaining to the consequences of and movements challenging gender-related inequalities. While maintaining a succinct style, *Gendered Worlds* addresses diverse topics from the biological components that influence one's gender to the perpetuation of gender stereotypes by the media. If a particular topic strikes the interest of the reader, he or she should consult the outside texts provided at the end of each chapter for more detailed information.

With the arrival of the third edition comes the addition of current issues facing gender equality activists. The reader may find many of these fiercely debated topics familiar, thus establishing a connection between current events and the underlying theory discussed in this book. Topics include women in military combat, the portrayal of gender and sexuality in the media, and the wage gap between women and men. Synthesizing theory with these empirical examples will encourage the reader to think critically about the weight of gender on any given social issue. Students will find *Gendered Worlds* to be a fitting guide to the many gender concepts integrated into modern societies.
